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Abstract. RSS, a popular method of syndicating frequently updated
on-line content, allows data to be stored in a semi-structured, XML-
based format. Much work has been carried out applying data mining
techniques to RSS, but in this paper we propose the visualRSS (vRSS)
application as a platform to mine and visualise data trends in RSS feeds,
by tracking changes in keyword frequencies as a source of social data.
Core components of vRSS’s architecture to manipulate RSS feeds are de-
scribed. We also present the results of vRSS’s initial experimental usage
involving 36 students in late 2011, concerning our research into prefer-
ences of mining types and visualisations.
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1 Introduction

XML has become the de facto means of exchange [1] for transmission of data on-
line, either in the form of documents or information exchanged between databases.
RSS (‘Really Simple Syndication’), a dialect of XML, provides a popular method
of syndicating and aggregating on-line content, and most commonly consists of
frequently updated works such as blog entries, news headlines, audio and video
media, and HTML. Typically, a feed is composed of a <channel> containing the
feed’s title and description, and within the <channel> are numerous <item> el-
ements, each of which forms a posting to the feed. In turn, each <item> is made
up of <title>, <description> and publication date <pubDate> elements.

As described in this paper, much work has focused on applying data mining
techniques to RSS feeds to classify and cluster them. But this work may be
constrained by the semi-structured nature of RSS, volume of available data and
the frequent inclusion of other, often unstructured, content. Despite this, it is
the authors’ hypothesis that RSS contains undiscovered information which may
be beneficial to end-users.

In a previous case study [2], we presented the results of an experiment con-
cerning the feasibility of mining and visualising textual and numeric information
from the raw data of small numbers of RSS feeds. Our current work is under-
pinned by the successful mining of textual data from RSS in this case study.
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Moreover, we have extended this work to provide a variety of mining types to
explore and visualise data trends in RSS by tracking changes in keyword fre-
quencies. This is the basis of the visualRSS (vRSS) platform proposed in this
paper, i.e. a research prototype to provide these services by integrating third-
party products into a coherent and innovative toolset.

To allow it to be used by any class of user, vRSS employs several simple mining
types for the specification of feeds and keywords. The application’s outputs are
a series of familiar visualisations including column and bar charts, treemap, pie
chart and a wordcloud (sometimes known as a tag cloud), to display keyword
frequencies as social data. By social data, we are not referring to data which
represents user interaction within a social network such as Facebook or Twitter.
Rather we define social data as actionable and potentially useful [3] information
derived from datasets generated by social media [4], which may be relevant to
anyone who cares to use it, e.g. to apply vRSS to feeds produced by news or
financial sources, where the outputs are available for data warehousing, on-line
trending in advertising and marketing, or in other big data analytics [5].

Therefore, this paper is written to describe vRSS and its use in the authors’
research work. We begin by briefly discussing related work and we then describe
vRSS and core components of it. We then summarise initial experimental use of
vRSS together with the research aims and results of this work. We conclude by
discussing our on-going work to classify RSS feeds by their keyword frequencies
and analysing them for sentiment.

2 Related Work

Mining RSS falls within the scope of both textual and data mining. However,
despite a massive corpus of available work in these areas, we focus explicitly
upon RSS in the following brief literature review.

Thelwall et al. [6] distinguished between a purist mining of RSS as it is found,
and a pragmatic use of extensive data cleansing. After using a purist approach to
track stories in RSS feeds focusing on public fears about science, they concluded
that, despite useful information in RSS, extensive and repetitive content requires
data cleansing. This pragmatic approach has been more widely adopted in recent
work clustering and classifying text from RSS feeds, of which [7], [8], [9] and [10]
are examples. Roesler [11] has also identified caveats here concerning the number
of documents or RSS feeds/items to be clustered, semantic and linguistic issues,
and the time taken to cluster content especially in a real-time application.

Association rules have also been used to analyse news disseminated on the
web: Hsu [12] has proposed the Web News Search System to discover ‘useful’
news, and Kittiphattanabawon and Theeramunkong [13] mined relations be-
tween Thai news articles concerning politics, economics and crime. A corollary
of this concerns mining text snippets, e.g. the short RSS <title> element, which
may not be sufficient for mining. Banerjee et al. [14] sought to improve the clus-
tering of small pieces of text by supplementing their descriptions with text from
Wikipedia. Phan et al. [15] again used Wikipedia and other sources to classify
sparse text.
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A detailed survey of methods available for the visualisation of text streams
is given by S̆ilić and Bas̆ić [16]. Wanner et al. [17] have visualised RSS data
to reveal the sentiment of RSS news feed stories about the candidates during
2008’s US presidential election campaign. This work is an example of the role
of visualisation in social data analysis [18], i.e. to address the issues of whether
visualisations enhance social networking and how users respond to them, how
visualisations are used and the purposes they are used for. 10x10 [19] is an
interactive exploration of the words and pictures in RSS feeds provided by several
leading international news sources.

This role of visualisations though should not be confused with more typical
social networking services like Facebook and MySpace. Instead, it is more related
to data-centric social networking allowed by websites specialising in visualisa-
tions, e.g. Many-Eyes, allowing users to upload data, visualise it on-line and
append comments.

3 visualRSS: Exploring and Visualising Trends in RSS

vRSS is a research prototype written to explore and visualise data trends in RSS
feeds by tracking changes in keyword frequencies, where resulting social data is
available to users via on-screen displays and interactive visualisations (Fig. 1).
Users are able to specify feeds and keywords for mining via three simple mining
types:

Fig. 1. A conceptual view of visualRSS
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1. Automatic mining displays a current buzz of keywords in the rssosphere.
It does this by using a subset of keywords mined hourly from the <title>

elements of new postings to vRSS’s pre-defined feeds: each keyword then
has its frequency calculated from the <description> elements. Finally these
frequencies are sorted in descending order, and the most popular keywords
are determined as the subset.

2. Semi-automatic mining allows users to enter their own keywords, which
search vRSS’s pre-defined feeds to track topical issues.

3. Manual mining allows users to enter feeds and keywords of their own choice,
to focus upon a particular subject(s).

Fig. 2. A typical visualisation with aggregation (above), and time-series plot (below)

For purposes of uniformity, keywords in vRSS are currently simple English
language unigrams without context or meaning. Pre-processing removes non-
alphabet characters and stop words: all numbers are treated as positive. When
they are defined using one of the mining types above, a wordcloud (or tag cloud)
constantly displays current keyword frequencies from the appropriate feeds over
the last 1 - 24 hours: see Fig. 3 for manual mining. Once a user is satisfied with
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their selection, a sample visualisation is created via Google Chart Tools 1, i.e.
a bar or column chart, pie chart, wordcloud or treemap, which is used as the
basis of a new permanent visualisation. If saved, the sample visualisation’s type,
RSS feeds, keywords and dates between which mining will occur, are persisted in
vRSS’s database. If a new RSS feed is defined by a user during manual mining,
a new database table is dynamically created.

A saved visualisation includes two charts, e.g. Fig. 2 displays several IT-related
keywords for a week in December 2011: aggregated frequencies are displayed in
the user-selected type, i.e. in this example a column chart, and the time-series
chart depicts frequency changes during the aggregation’s period. Each saved
visualisation also displays its component feeds and keywords. A keyword-based
search facility also allows users to browse vRSS’s feeds and visualisations.

4 Architecture

4.1 Implementation

vRSS’s basic architecture forms a typical n-tiered web application rendered in
Java servlets and JSPs within an Apache Tomcat container based over a MySQL
database. To implement the application, numerous third-party products and web
services are used on a black box basis as a mash-up. Moreover, no frameworks
tools such as Spring are used in vRSS: instead each principal object type, e.g.
visualisations, has a dedicated class implementing methods for the necessary
object relational modelling for database interaction. As each method handles
one operation per table(s), e.g. add row, get one or many rows, such methods
are quickly written and customised: each of these methods also makes use of a
simple connection pooling.

4.2 Anatomy of a Mining Type

The three mining types in vRSS all employ the same basic interface to allow
keywords and feeds to be specified. A wordcloud showing keyword frequencies
from the appropriate feeds over the last 1 - 24 hours is displayed at the top of
the page, and dedicated controls per mining type are placed adjacent to this,
e.g. as Fig. 3 for manual mining.

Behind each mining type, a simple hierarchy of classes maintains the feeds
and current frequencies of keywords specified: these are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The super class of this hierarchy is an RSS Feed Miner which includes dedicated
naming elements and an RSS Feed Polling object. RSS feeds are stored in a se-
ries of parallel lists along with the RSS elements, categories and the mining type
to be used. The RSS Feed Occurrence Miner specialisation class for keyword
frequencies maintains a key-value, i.e. word-frequency, hashmap, and is popu-
lated from the wordcloud displayed in Fig. 3. Thus, the frequency of a particular
keyword is derived from all of the feeds stored in the super class when a mining

1 https://developers.google.com/chart/

https://developers.google.com/chart/
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Fig. 3. A partial screenshot of manual mining in vRSS

type is used. The other specialisations illustrated are for future data mining of
RSS feeds by vRSS which we describe later, and also for mining numeric data.

4.3 Polling and Indexing RSS Feeds

To maintain frequencies of keywords for visualising, vRSS relies on an index
which is updated hourly with new postings mined from its pre-defined collection
of RSS feeds. Thus, the index is structured as a series of M:N database relation-
ships to record keyword frequencies from various <item> elements of RSS feeds
on an hourly basis, i.e. Table 1 displays a simplified representation of the index.

The following pseudocode represents the basic hourly algorithm. The current
polling date/time is determined (line 1) and two consecutive stages are executed:
the first polls RSS feeds for new <item> elements whilst the second mines and
disseminates this data to visualisations. Each stage is represented by the two
for loops (lines 2 and 12):
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Fig. 4. vRSS’s object hierarchy for storing RSS feeds and keywords

Table 1. A representation of the keyword index in vRSS

Polling date/time Keyword RSS feed RSS Element Frequency

29/04/2012 @ 11:00 keyword1 rssFeed1 <title> 4
29/04/2012 @ 11:00 keyword2 rssFeed1 <description> 2
29/04/2012 @ 12:00 keyword1 rssFeed1 <title> 6
29/04/2012 @ 12:00 keyword2 rssFeed3 <description> 1
29/04/2012 @ 12:00 keywordn rssFeedn <description> 3

The first of these loops (line 2) mines data from each RSS feed in vRSS:
the address of each feed is polled (line 3) and the published date/time of each
<item> in the feed is checked to determine if any new postings have been made
during the polling date/time (line 5). For any new <item>, each <element>

is parsed (lines 6 and 7), and new keywords are added to the index (lines 8
and 9): the frequency of each keyword per <element> is calculated in Lucene2

and written to the index together with the feed, <element> and the polling
date/time (lines 10 and 11). At the moment, only the frequencies of keywords
from the <description> elements of each <item> are parsed when feeds are
polled hourly. Postings from each feed are stored in dedicated database tables.

2 http://lucene.apache.org/

http://lucene.apache.org/
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The second for loop works per visualisation (line 12). For each keyword in
a visualisation, its cumulative frequency for all of the visualisation’s feeds, is
retrieved from the index for the polling date/time (line 15): the visualisation is
then updated (line 16) with the new frequencies. As before, keyword frequencies
are visualised from only <description> elements of feeds.

1. set pollingDateTime = now - 1 hour

2. for each rssFeed

3. poll rssFeed

4. for each <item> in rssFeed

5. if <pubDate> of <item> >= pollingDateTime

6. for each for <element> in <item>

7. parse <element> for keywords

8. if new keyword found

9. add keyword to index

10. calculate frequency of keyword in element

11. update index with pollingDateTime, keyword, freq., rssFeed and <element>

12. for each visualisation

13. get keywords for visualisation

14. for each keyword

15. get frequency of keyword in rssFeed from index for pollingDateTime

16. update visualisation with pollingDateTime, keywords and frequencies

4.4 Parsing an RSS Feed

During the polling process described above, vRSS uses the Rome API3 to parse
RSS feeds. Rome is based upon the JDOM XML parser and allows RSS and
Atom to be parsed via a common <SyndFeed>, i.e. syndicated feed, model. The
following Java extract from vRSS parses a feed’s address:

URL url = new URL(rssFeedURL);

URLConnection urlConn = url.openConnection();

XmlReader reader = new XmlReader(urlConn);

SyndFeedInput input = new SyndFeedInput();

SyndFeed rssFeed = input.build(reader);

Each <item> in a feed is a <SyndEntry> and API calls access each <element>:

List<SyndEntry> rssFeedItems = rssFeed.getEntries();

for (SyndEntry rssFeedItem : rssFeedItems) {

String title = rssFeedItem.getTitle();

...

}

3 http://java.net/projects/rome

http://java.net/projects/rome
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5 Initial Experimental Usage

5.1 Rationale and Objectives

Our previous case study [2] to mine and visualise data from RSS allowed both
textual and numeric data. With vRSS though, we have suspended the mining of
numeric data, e.g. exchange rate fluctuations from RSS, because of difficulties
encountered by the experiment’s participants. Instead, we have concentrated
upon simplifying and extending our text mining by focusing on a variety of
mining types to specify keywords and feeds to provide social data.

Therefore, to assess these techniques to the maximum possible real-world
extent available to us at the time, an alpha version of vRSS was tested by 36
part-time MSc students of various employment and experience backgrounds, in
a new experiment during late 2011. This has allowed us to research preferences
and efficiencies of mining types and visualisations, distribution of categories of
feeds visualised, and common usage of these amongst the mining types.

5.2 Discussion: An Analysis of Our Results

RSS Feeds and Categories. We provided our students with 57 RSS feeds arranged
into seven generic categories, e.g. Business, Finance and Economics (BFE),
Fashion, Celebrity and Lifestyle (FCL), Film, Music, News and Current Affairs
(NCA), Science, Nature and Technology (SNT), and Sport. This corpus of feeds
and categories were selected to be English language in content, global or regional
rather than applicable to a specific country, and also to be wide-ranging and rel-
evant in nature: the majority of feeds were present in the NCA (16) category
and SNT (10) categories.

Keyword frequencies from each feed were recorded for 10 days prior to the ex-
periment itself which lasted for a fortnight. We did not wish to bias our students
in any way because we wanted to collect a wide variety of data for our research
questions: therefore, the experiment was very free in format. Our students were
able to choose keywords, add new feeds and to use the mining types without re-
striction: at the end of the experiment 202 feeds, including new categories such
as Travel and Astronomy, were being mined hourly for new postings. The most
popular feed categories were NCA with 52 feeds (25.74%), SNT with 39 feeds
(19.30%), and Sport (31 feeds or 15.35%): least popular were Entertainment and
Arts (EA) with 6 feeds (2.97%), and Travel with 5 feeds (2.48%). Figure 5 dis-
plays the distribution of mining types per feed categories with semi-automatic
as favourite. Some 99 (73.33%) of visualisations covered two feed categories,
whereas only five (3.70%) included all twelve categories.

Distribution of Visualisations. The 135 visualisations created by our students
are displayed per RSS feed category in Fig. 6. The column chart was the most
popular type with 107 instances (79.26%), despite alternatives such as word
cloud and treemap, neither of which is reliant upon the association of words to
specific colours to relate information.
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Fig. 5. Mining types per feed category Fig. 6. Visualisations per feed category

Use of Mining Types to define RSS Feeds and Keywords. The majority of the
135 visualisations used different combinations of RSS feeds and keywords. But,
in a small number of cases, students used the same feeds and keywords for
semi-automatic and automatic mining: e.g. one student used keywords economy,
recession, depression, war and apocalypse ‘because of major events in current
affairs ’, where semi-automatic mining proved most successful because ‘it tracked
4 keywords for 7 days ’. In this, and similar cases documented, automatic proved
the least popular mining type because generic keywords convey ‘less meaning
and are less indicative of specifics ’. However, with automatic mining intended
to provide a current buzz, this is not surprising.

6 Applications of visualRSS

In the experiment above, we also asked our students to propose applications for
vRSS as a source of social data. Many of the suggestions made confirmed the
authors’ own opinions in areas such as:

– Business Intelligence: As a data source for big data analytics, or in turning
unstructured data into tabular form for use in data mining fact and decision
tables.

Fig. 7. vRSS as a web service
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– Linguistics: To reveal geographical, cultural or political bias in news report-
ing, or calculating n-gram relationships between keywords to assist search
engine results.

– Tracking and Trending: Where an organisation might place mouse-over ad-
verts in web pages based upon popular keywords, or to track frequencies of
keywords to determine market share.

More germane however, is the use of vRSS as a web service, i.e. as a browser
plug-in or API to allow websites to display vRSSs outputs on the fly (Fig. 7).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the vRSS platform for exploring and visualis-
ing data trends in semi-structured RSS feeds by tracking changes in keyword
frequencies. Major components of vRSS have been described and we have also
presented a summary of our initial findings using vRSS. Though successful, this
work was restricted to an experiment made up of a small user body in an osten-
sibly class room environment.

Our initial work also falls into the purist approach put forward by Thelwall
et al. [6], where keywords are not extensively pre-processed in vRSS. This also
contrasts with the approach taken by others, i.e. [14] and [15], in using external
data sources to assist categorisation. vRSS differs from the related work we cite
because it provides a coherent and innovative platform for aggregating infor-
mation across RSS feeds. Furthermore, although vRSS’s outputs are similar to
others available, it must be remembered that RSS is a dialect of XML conform-
ing to W3C standards, rather than a proprietary format belonging to a social
network provider subject to the whims of a changing market.

Currently we are using decision trees to classify feeds into categories according
to the presence of keywords at particular frequencies for varying 10, 20 and
30 day periods. This work re-uses the corpus of 57 feeds and seven categories
described in our initial experimentation, and involves approximately 300,000
RSS feed <item> elements mined between August and October 2011. Further
tests using Naive Bayes and SVM will also be carried out upon this corpus to
compare the validity of the resulting classifications. We also plan to analyse our
data for sentiment, and by relating the results to popular keywords revealed by
our classification work, provide a finely-grained time-series analysis of RSS-based
sentiment.

These extensions to vRSS extend our initial experimental work in providing
social data from semi-structured RSS, which may be beneficial to end-users in
the roles we have referred to.

Other future work also includes extending our current unigram keywords to
include phrases and stemming.
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